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Note of Thanks/Foreword
At this point we would like to thank once again all those who have always
stood by our side and now ﬁnally can be a part of something big.

The long wait has now come to an end with the release of KAINET. During the
last months we have had deep discussions regarding the development of
formerly KAI INU and now we have made a decision to give it a face.

Also, we would like to thank the community and the admins who never
doubt us. We would also like to dedicate our thanks to the HODLers,
without them, we would not have been able to maintain our market volume.

DEVs of KAI NET
Germany, Berlin
October 2021
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1. WHAT IS $KAINET?
KAINET is a new DeFi ecosystem of utility tools and a ﬁrst of its kind play-toearn RPG game, all powered by the KAINET token. Backed by an established
team of developers, crypto experts and most importantly a growing
community, KAINET is revolutionizing the metaverse.

Now for some facts:
KAINET was relaunched, there was a token swap
The ownership is not renounced, we have full control of the contract
Liquidity and team tokens are locked
Auto Liquidity Provider, Marketing Fee and Rewards mechanism, this
feature will be removed soon.
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1.2 HOW AND WHERE CAN I BUY $KAINET?
$KAINET tokens can be purchased through the following exchanges:

Bibox
Pancakeswap
Tokpie

In order to buy $KAINET tokens, you must have a wallet.
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1.3 WHY SHOULD I BUY $KAINET?
As a HODLer, you can expect rewards to be transferred to your wallet address
when someone else buys or sells tokens. This way you earn passive income. The
payouts are 2% for each transaction, which are transmitted to you by the
Pancakeswap router.

KAINET is a long term project with a big vision. Our project is supported by
various developers who have experience in blockchain technology for many
years. Furthermore, the project offers a technology for everyone through the
different utilities that will be explained in this whitepaper.

The $KAINET token was brought to life in Germany. Accordingly, the buyers of the
token beneﬁt from quality, a la „Made in Germany“.

Clearly, our token is a long-term investment. To get an overview of the future of
the project, read chapter two.

1.4 WHAT TO DO BEFORE BUYING $KAINET?
When buying tokens, it is important that you always double check the contract
address. Also check you are in the BSC (Binance Smart Chain) Network

Contract Address: 0x723b6795be37ad8a0376acfb50034fa21912b439

To keep an eye on the price development, you can use the following links:

https://poocoin.app/tokens/0x723b6795be37ad8a0376acfb50034fa21912b439

https://www.dextools.io/app/bsc/pair-explorer/0x5aef2d7f6c2d32cb3603309382615248075aa595

https://www.kainet.world/wally?w=

https://www.kainet.world/vision

1.5 Why the BSC Network?
In September 2020, the Binance Smart Chain was launched. It is considered the
successor to the Binance Chain. With the BSC, Binance has created a chain that is
optimized for both fast trading and the execution of Dapps. With the help of the
Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM), the BSC even offers full compatibility with
Ethereum, so that Dapps written for Ethereum can largely run on the BSC without
any changes and also run faster.

Another important advantage are the fees (gas fees) incurred when buying &
selling assets.

In the game Land Of Kai players are often asked to perform and conﬁrm
transactions, the less gas charges on the BSC will make the gaming experience
even better and keep the costs low.

2. Vision & Future
Cryptocurrencies are on everyone’s lips these days. We have long thought about
how and where to start such a cryptocurrency. All developers involved in this
project know each other personally and are accordingly good friends. We have
been dealing with cryptocurrencies since 2017 and are therefore well informed.

We decided to relaunch $KAINET to remove the INU addition. With the help of
$KAINET we have developed an unprecedented play to earn game that is based
on the wishes and expectations of the players.

Furthermore, Kai Vision and Wally offer investors the possibility to keep an eye
on their portfolios, track transactions and securely invest in new projects.

kainet presents
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2.1 Use Case of $KAINET
Our intention is to develop a play to earn game. Currently, we already have a
wallet that allows you to track your assets on our website. Another important
thing is Kai Vision, for Q4. It helps you to avoid certain risk factors when
investing in other tokens. With Vision you will be able to track all new tokens
and check their numbers and stats out.

2.2 Future Prospects
Our goal is to increase market capitalization. Through targeted marketing we
want to grow the community and gain more awareness. Currently, we have been
already listed on Coingecko, CMC and Blockfolio under the name of $KAIINU. We
will update those links with the new name $KAINET in the near future. The utilities
we provide will of course be in constant process of ongoing development to
provide every holder and holder to be relief in playing and research.

Furthermore, our team is in discussion with different exchanges to simplify trading
for new members.

Additionally, we are looking for charity partners who would cooperate with our
project.

Our biggest goal is to be partnered with the top-tier crypto services and
exchanges, utilizing them to bring mass-adoption of $KAINET. With the help of the
community and its ambassadors, reaching a high market capitalization should not
be a problem. We strongly believe that our project will succeed in the longterm
run.

2.3 land of kai (play.kainet.world)

Land of Kai is an open world 3D game.

In the game you have the option to buy

certain NFT objects and pay for them with the in-game currency. These objects are
needed for farming. Once Play2Earn is available, you will need KAINET to be
able to play the game.

There will be the possibility to complete quests, start raids with different players
and PvP. Also, players will be able to decorate their own rooms by using the
purchased NFT objects. Compatibility with Opensea will be provided, so you’ll be
able to buy and sell certain objects through this platform as well.

In addition, there will be the possibility to sell or trade your NFT objects in the
game by using the in game market.

Land Of Kai is currently available on our website play.kainet.world. Our Game
head development team is also currently working on the desktop version which
will offer better gameplay experience, graphics and more in game features.
Furthermore, we want our game to be published on Steam next year.

2.4 play to earn
In Land Of Kai you will be able to earn an additional tokens or NFT objects by
completing different quests. Players will have the option to sell these earnings on
the market or upgrade their NFT pets. More details about the Play2Earn style and
the NFT pets will be published in the next version of this whitepaper.

2.5 KAI WALLY
Wally is the ﬁrst app in the KAI ecosystem. You can use it to track your entire
portfolio of tokens and NFTs across networks including Ethereum, Binance Smart
Chain, Polygon/Matic and Fantom. Wally can track multiple wallets at once,
including real time and historical pricing.

2.6 KAI VISION
The crypto universe is incredibly data rich and can be overwhelming to navigate,
even for expert users. KAI Vision aggregates data from multiple sources and
provides useful insights that help users make smarter investments. Compare
tokens based on volume, time since ATH/ATL, community size and activity and
more!

3. CONTRACT
Our Smart contract is structured in such a way that two percent rewards are
collected for each purchase. These are then distributed among the holders. When
the tokens get sold, two percent are used for marketing and three percent for
providing liquidity. We have also the option to turn these fees off.

3.1 audit
The contract will be audited soon. The previous contract of $KAINET has been
audited by Techrate. You can download the ﬁle in the link below.

https://kaiinu.s3.amazonaws.com/Kai+Inu+Full+Smart+Contract+Security+Audit.pdf

3.2 tokenomics
Each transaction is subject to a seven percent fee.

3% goes into liquidity to be able to guarantee trading. The higher the liquidity,
the more stable the price. This leads to a lower price impact.

2% is returned to the HODLers. This leads to them beneﬁting and reconsidering
the sale of their coins.

2% goes into the marketing wallet to enable listings, buybacks and the
acquisition of inﬂuencers. The goal is also to support aid organizations with the
help of the wallet.

Depending on whether the staking or the release of the game occurs, we will
turn off the fees for buying and selling. This step will contribute to the
transformation into an altcoin.

4. marketing strategy
To differentiate ourselves from other cryptocurrencies, we use a radical
marketing strategy.

We publish countless posts and trafﬁc via the social media channels mentioned
in section four to attract as many new users as possible.

Furthermore, the admins as well as the DEV team are available daily in the chat
to answer the questions of the new users. .

5.1 How is marketing financed?
Our marketing is mainly ﬁnanced with the help of the marketing shares generated
by the purchase and sale of assets.

The wallet address is used exclusively for the payment of marketing activities.
Possible marketing activities include the acquisition of inﬂuencers, the ﬁnancing of
daily buybacks or the payment of possible listings.

5.2 Social Media Marketing
Our efforts serve to increase brand awareness and generate leads. Furthermore,
marketing serves to maintain customer relationships. Marketing activities enable
us to better differentiate ourselves from the competition and expand our reach.
Every day we are looking for ambassadors who want to promote $KAINET. If you
have a signiﬁcant number of followers, we now offer you the opportunity to
promote us. Every day we are looking for ambassadors who want to promote
$KAINET. If you have a signiﬁcant number of followers, we now offer you the
opportunity to promote us.

5. summary
If you miss certain points in the whitepaper, please contact us with your criticism.
This will help us to optimize the whitepaper again and again. That’s it from us for
now. Be active in the community and spread the word.

6. socials
It is important for us that the community is well informed about news as well as
news. In this section we will introduce our social media channels and explain how
they work.

telegram

instagram

https://t.me/KAINET_OFFICIAL

https://www.instagram.com/kainettoken/

twitter

DISCORD

https://twitter.com/kainet_ofﬁcial

https://discord.com/invite/tgr3aFzfNz

YOUTUBE
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC7b84bRIlqnfYSafVAVFFKg

